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At the 1978 ICM meeting in Helsinki, Apery presented a proof of the 
irrationality of ((3) = Crzp=, l/n3. For this purpose he introduced the numbers 
a, (n 3 0) defined by the recurrence relation 
and 
a, = 1, a, = 5, 
nsa, - (34ns - 51n2 + 27n - 5) a,-, + (n - 1)3 4-2 = 0. (1) 
The first few of the a, are: 
a0 = 1, a, = 5, a, = 73, a3 = 1445, a, = 33001, a5 = 819005, a, = 21460825, 
a, = 584307365, a, = 16367912425, a, = 468690849005, a,, = 136574364030 
73, a,, = 403676083788125, and aI2 = 12073365010564729. It is not clear 
from (1) that each a, is an integer, but this is the case because it was shown in 
Apery’s paper that 
a, = i (J2(, ; y2. 
k=O 
(2) 
Here (jj) = n!/k!(n - k)!. 
Question. Which values of a, and a, (other than a, = 1, a, = 5) in (1) 
would cause each a, to be an integer? 
Apery also considers the recurrence (1) with initial values a, = 0 a, = 6. 
In this case the a,‘s are not all integers. If a, is taken to be 1, then taking 
IZ = 2 in (l), it is easy to see that a, must be congruent to 5 modulo 8. However, 
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if a, is taken to be 13, then some of a,‘~ fail to be integers. Thus the condition 
a, = 5 (mod 8) is not sufficient. 
Question. Taking e, = 1, what is a necessary and sufficient condition 
on a, so that every a, is an integer? 
Return now to the case when a, = 1 and a, = 5 in (1). Computer calcula- 
tions suggest the following conjectures: For n 3 0, 
azn = 1 (mod S), 
a2n+l = 5 (mod 8) 
u2n = 1 (mod 3), 
u2n+l = 2 (mod 3). 
PROPOSITION. For n > 0, a5n+l = 0 (mod 5) and a,,,, = 0 (mod 5). 
Proof. a, = 5 = 0 (mod 5). For n > 1, from (I), (5n + 1)3 usnil = 
[34(5n + 1)3 - 51(5n + 1)” + 27(5n + 1) - 51 as,, - (5n)3 asnml . Thus 
a5n+l z (4 . 1 - 1 * 1 + 2 . 1 - 5) agn (mod 5) and usnfl = 0 (mod 5). 
For IZ > 0, from (I), 
(5n + 3)3 a5n4.3 = [34(5n + 3)3 - 51(5n + 3)2 + 27(5n i- 3) - 51 asn -2 
- (5n - 2)3 a5n+l. 
Hence 2a,,+, = (4 . 2 . . - 1 4 + 2 3 - 5) a5n+2 - (5n - 2)3 a,,+,(mod 5). 
Since u.5n+l = O(mod 5), u5n+3 = O(mod 5). 
THEOREM. For all n > 0, a, is odd. 
Proof: Since x2 = x {mod 2) for all integers x, by (2) 
a, = f tk2 E f tk (mod 2) 
%=O k=O 
(3) 
where tk = ($)(“:“). Instead of considering the sum C tk , consider the sum 
7-(n) = i (-l)k fk = (- 1)“. (4) 
7i=O 
Since for all integers k, (- 1)” 3 1 (mod 2) (3) and (4) give a, = r(n) = 1 
(mod 2). Thus the theorem follows once (4) is established: 
LEMMA. r(n) = (--l)n. 
Proof. Consider the constant term in the product (1 + x)“( 1 + 1 Ix)-?l-l = 
X”(1 + 1 /x)“(l + I /X)+-l = x”(1 + l/x)-‘. Since (1 + x)” = (t) + (3x + 
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(3x”+ ***+(3x”+ ***+(3x”, and (1 + l/x)--“-l = (“i”) - (“i’) 
x-l + (y) x-2 + . . . + (y)(-x)-k + ‘.., T(n) is the constant term in the 
above product. Now xn(l + l/x)-l = x*(1 - l/x + l/x” - .a* + (-l)*/ 
xn + **.), which shows that the constant term is (-I)“. 
Next it is shown that for all primes p, a, = 5 (mod p2). This is clearly 
true forp = 2 andp = 3. 
LEMMA. For all primes p 3 5, (“3 = 2 (mod p3). 
ProoJ: 
= (P + l)(P + 2) *** [p + (P - I)1 2P 
1 .2.3...(p- 1)p 
= 2 lx2 (P + 4 = 2 I-I::: x IyK; (1 + p/x) 
(P - I)! II::; x 
9-l 
= 2 + 2p 1; + 2p2 
Cl?=1 1,.&.,-l $ (modp3)* 
Now by a well-known theorem of Wolstenholme [for a short proof see the 
paper by S. Chowla in London J., 19341, 
Since 
9-l 
it is sufficient to show that CE,‘(l/x3 = 0 (mod p): Choose a positive 
integer a < p so that a2 f 1 (mod p). (Since p > 5 such anPcIexists.) Then 
c::; (I/$) = c”-’ yml (l/Qz~)~) (mod p), so that (I/u* - 1) C*I (1/x2) = 0 
(mod p). Therefore CzI, (l/x3 3 0 (mod p). 
THEOREM. For all primes p, a, = 5 (mod pa). 
Proof. Let p be a prime greater than 4. Since (g) = 0 (mod p) for 
1 < k < p - 1, from (3), a, = (aa(aB + (E)8(8a8 = 1 i- c”,“>” (mod ~3. 
Therefore, by the lemma, a, z 5 (mod pz). 
We conclude with following conjections: 
For all primes p > 5, a, = 5 (mod p3). 
For odd primes p, u2, = 0 (mod 5). 
